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Abstract 
Let K be any field of characteristic p > 0 and let G be a finite group acting on K via a map T. 
The skew group algebra K,G may be non-semisimple (precisely when pIIH/, H = Kerr). 
We provide necessary conditions for the existence of a class c( E H’(G, K*) which “twists” the 
skew group algebra K, G into a semisimple crossed product Kr G. Further, we give a thorough 
analysis of the converse problem namely whether these conditions are also sufficient for the 
existence of a “semisimple 2-cocycle”. As a consequence we show this it is indeed so in many 
cases, in particular whenever G is a p-group. 
1. Introduction 
If G is a finite group and K is a field, the classical theorem of Maschke asserts that 
the group algebra KG is semisimple, i.e., its radical is zero, if and only if the 
characteristic of K either equals 0 or fails to divide IGI. Thus, if K has prime 
characteristic p and p divides [Cl, then KG is not semisimple, the so-called modular 
case. In this article we are concerned with the possibility of “perturbing” the group 
algebra in the modular case in such a way as to produce a semisimple algebra. 
Now there is a well-established way of perturbing a group algebra KG where K is 
any field and G any group. First one introduces an action of G on K, i.e., a homomor- 
phism r : G -+ Aut K. Regarding K* = K\(O) as G-module in the natural way, one 
chooses a cocycle tl from Z2(G, K*). Then the crossed product 
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is defined as the (left) K-vector space with basis {u,l x E G}, the multiplication being 
given by the rule 
(WC) (bu,) = ax(b) @ (x, Y) r&y 
where a,b EK, x,y~ G and x(b) denotes z(x)(b). Here one can assume that u1 is the 
identity element of the crossed product. It is well known that KZG depends on c( only 
up to its cohomology class, so that it is meaningful to write KZG when c( is an element 
of H’(G, K*). For further information about crossed products the reader may consult 
c41. 
If r is the trivial homomorphism, i.e., G acts trivially on K, it is usual to omit the 
action and write the crossed product as 
K”G, 
the twisted group algebra. Similarly, if CI = 0, one simply writes 
K, G, 
the skew group algebra. 
Our first concern in this article is to find necessary and sufficient conditions on the 
pair (r, LX) for the crossed product KF G to be semisimple when K is a field and G a finite 
group. In this case semisimplicity is equivalent to the global dimension being zero, 
gl.dim(K:G) = 0. 
The idea of twisting a group algebra to force semisimplicity is not a new one. 
Karpilovsky [3, Theorem 34.51 has given necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
twisted group algebra K” G to be semisimple-see also [4, p. 1861. Our main contribu- 
tion here is to use cohomological techniques to obtain more precise conditions for 
a general crossed product to be semisimple. 
The following basic result has been established by Aljadeff and Rosset [l]. 
Theorem A. Let G be a group and K a field. If z is an action of G on K and 
CI E H2(G, K*), then 
gl.dim(K:G) I gl.dim(K,G) I gl.dim(KG). El 
Thus the introduction of an action and a cocycle cannot increase the global 
dimension, which raises the possibility that K: G may be semisimple even if KG is not. 
A point to keep in mind here is that when G is finite, gl.dim (Kz G) = 0 or cc . 
There are two important reduction theorems which aid us in the task of deciding 
whether a crossed product is semisimple. 
Theorem B [l, Theorem 3.21. Let G be a group, K a jield, z an action of G on K, and 
a an element of H2(G,K*). Write H = Ker z. Then KTG is semisimple if and only ifK”H 
is semisimple where a denotes the restriction of o! to H. 0 
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This effectively reduces the semisimplicity problem to the case of trivial action. The 
second reduction allows us to concentrate on p-groups. 
Theorem C [4, p, 1841. Let G be ajnite group and K afield of characteristic p > 0. 
Denote by P a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Let z be an action of G on K and let EE H2(G, K*). 
Then KtG is semisimple if and only if K:P is semisimple where Z and Cc are the 
restrictions of z and c1 to P. 0 
It soon emerges from the theory that if K”G is semisimple, then P must be abelian 
([3, Theorem 34.51; see also the proof of Theorem 2). Thus it is necessary to analyze 
the structure of H’(P, K*) when P is a finite abelian p-group acting trivially on a field 
K of characteristic p. 
Since IPI annihilates the Schur multiplicator M(P) and K* has no p-elements, 
Hom(M(P), K*) = 0. Hence 
H’(P, K*) 1: Ext (P, K*) 
by the Universal Coefficients Theorem. Writing 
P = (x1) x ‘.. x (x,) 
where xi has order p”’ > 1, we deduce that 
H2(P, K*) N ~K*/(K*)J? 
i=l 
Thus each a in H2(P, K*) is represented by an r-tuple 
(a,(K*)P”, . . . , a,(K*)Pe*), (1) 
with ai E K*. More precisely, c( arises from the 2-cocycle a, E Z2(P, K*) defined by 
~(xy . . . x:,x? . . . +) = a(1 . . . a? 
where 
A= 
1 if Si + tj 2 p”, 
0 otherwise 
The first question to be addressed is: which r-tuples give rise to elements 
CL E H2(P, K*) for which K”P is semisimple? 
Before giving the answer, we recall that if k is a subfield and U is a subset of a field 
K of characteristic p, then U is called p-independent over k if 
k(KP) (u) Z k(KP) (u,) 
whenever U0 is a proper subset of U. If U is p-independent over k and also 
K = k(KP)(U), then U is called a p-basis of K over k. It is known that every 
p-independent subset is contained in a p-basis, and that all p-bases have the same 
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cardinal, which is called the p-degree of K over k. For these facts the reader is referred 
to [6, Section 4.31. 
The following result answers the semisimplicity question for finite abelian p-groups 
and plays a central role in the theory. 
Proposition 1. Let P be a finite abelian p-group with P = (x1) x ... x(x,) where 
(Xi( = pei > 1. Let K be afield of characteristic p on which P acts trivially. Suppose that 
CXEH’(P, K*) is represented by the r-tuple (aI(K*)Pct, . . . ,a,(K*)P’) with aiEK* as 
specified in (1) and (2). Then K”P is semisimple if and only if{a,, . . . , a,} is p-independent 
over KP. 
This is the basis for our first main result. The notation is that of (1) and (2). 
Theorem 2. Let G be ajnite group and K ajeld of characteristic p > 0. Suppose that 
7 is an action of G on K with kernel H, and let c( E H’(G, K*). Let P be a Sylow 
p-subgroup of H. Then KZG is semisimple if and only if the following hold: 
(i) IH’l is prime to p, so that P is abelian; 
(ii) resg(cc) is represented by an r-tuple (al (K*)P”, . . , a,(K*)Pc’) such that {aI, . . . , a,} 
is p-independent over KP. 
The twisting problem 
Next we change our point of view and consider the problem: if K is a field of 
characteristic p > 0, G is a finite group and z is an action of G on K, when does there 
exist an c( in H2(G,K*) such that K:G is semisimple? In short, we seek to twist the 
skew group algebra K,G to make it semisimple. 
Let H = Ker z and denote by P a Sylow p-subgroup of H. Then Theorem 2 shows 
that the following conditions are necessary if there is to be an c( in H’(G, K*) such that 
K:G is semisimple: 
(i) H’ is a p’-group; 
(ii) the rank of P does not exceed the p-degree of K over KP. 
The question posed here is whether conditions (i) and (ii) are sufficient to imply the 
existence of an IX in H’(G, K*) for which KZG is semisimple. We shall refer to this as the 
twisting problem. While it has the appearance of a difficult problem in general, there is 
an affirmative answer of course when z is a faithful action; indeed K;G will be 
semisimple whatever a is chosen, by Theorem 2. (In fact, K;G is even simple.) The 
answer is also positive at the other extreme, when r is trivial; this will follow from 
Theorem 5 below. While the twisting problem remains open in general, we are able to 
give a thorough analysis of it, and to resolve it in some important cases. 
In the course of our analysis we have come across some results of independent 
interest, in particular regarding the “Galois modules” K* /(K*)P’. The first of these is 
the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3. Let K be afield of characteristic p > 0, Q afinite subgroup of Aut K, and 
e a positive integer. Then the H,, Q-module K*I(K*)P’ has free submodule of all finite 
ranks not exceeding the p-degree of K over KP. 
Then, by using a simple device for embedding modules in free modules, we deduce 
the following. 
Theorem 4. Let K be afield of characteristic p > 0, and Q ajnite subgroup of Aut K. If 
M is anyfinite BP, Q-module whose Z-rank does not exceed the p-degree of K over KP, 
then M is isomorphic with a submodule of the Hp. Q-module K*/(K*)P’. 
The point of this result is that it enables us to construct non-zero elements of 
H’(H, K*)Q where H = Kerr and Q = Im r, as one can see from Proposition 9 below. 
Such elements are essential in any attempt to extend an element of H’(H,K*) to G. 
However, we need to find elements c( of H2(H,K*) for which K”H is semisimple, so 
there is a further condition to be satisfied. It turns out that the condition can be 
satisfied if the Q-module H/O,(H) has a property which we have named triangularity. 
A Q-module M is called triangular if there is a series of submodules 
O=M,SM,E ... cM,=M 
such that each Mi+ l/Mi is a cyclic group. Such modules occur naturally; for example, 
M will be triangular if both M and Q are finite p-groups. 
Assuming that we have found an element u of H2(H,K*)Q for which K”G is 
semisimple, we still need to verify that CI belongs to the kernel of a certain differential 
in a spectral sequence if LX is to extend to G (see Lemma 8). Fortunately, the 
construction of our cocycle c( is sufficiently explicit that this can be done directly. 
Our principal conclusions on the twisting problem are summarized in the following 
result. 
Theorem 5. Let K be aJield of characteristic p > 0, G afinite group, and z: G + Aut K 
an action of G on K. Put H = Kerr and Q = Im Z. Then there is an CI in H2(G, K*) such 
that K:G is semisimple provided that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) H’ is a p’-group, 
(ii) the rank of HfO,#(H) does not exceed the p-degree of K over KP, 
(iii) H/O,.(H) is a triangular Q-module. 
For example, (iii) will certainly hold if the group G is supersoluble, or, more 
generally, if H is supersolubly embedded in G, i.e., there is a chain of G-admissible 
subgroups 1 = H,, < HI < I.. < H, = H such that each Hi+ 1/H, is cyclic. 
Another special case of interest occurs when K is a local field; then condition (ii) 
implies that H/O,.(H) is cyclic, so that (iii) holds automatically, and we obtain the 
following corollary. 
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Corollary. Let K be a local field of characteristic p > 0, G a finite group, and 
z: G + Aut K an action of G on K with kernel H. Then there is an a in H’(G, K*) such 
that K$G is semisimple if and only if H’ is a p-group and H/O,(H) is cyclic. 0 
Thus the twisting problem has a positive solution for local fields. 
We would like to acknowledge Jack Sonn for very useful conversations he had with 
the first author. 
2. Criteria for semisimplicity 
Our aim in this section is to prove Theorem 2. We begin with a condition for 
p-independence that does not seem to appear in the literature. 
Lemma 6. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0, and let al, . . . , a, be elements of K. 
Then {at, . . . , a,} is p-independent over KP zf and only if, for every r-tuple (eI, . . . , er) of 
positive integers, ai+ 16 Kf f or i = 0, 1, . . . , r - 1, where Ki = K(a:‘p”, . . . , a:‘“‘). 
Proof. If {aI, . . . ,a,} is not p-independent, it is straightforward to show that there is 
an i for which ai+ 1 E KP(aI, . . . , a;). Then ai+ 1 l (K(ai’q . . , ai’P))r, so the condition 
does not hold. 
Conversely, assume that {aI, . . . ,a,} is p-independent. If the condition is invalid, 
there is an r-tuple (el, . . . , e,) such that ai+ I E Kf where 0 I i < p. Here we can 
suppose that i is chosen minimal subject to this property. Hence there is an equation 
ai+l = 
I&‘, ,.. s, a~lP”-’ . . . asilP”-’ 
where b,, s, E K and the sum is over all (si, . . ,si) with 0 I Sj < pej. Write 
Sj = dj + cjpejml where dj, cj are integers and 0 I dj < pej- ‘. Then 
ai+l = 
C(bf, ,, s, a’; . . . atI) a$IPe’- ’ . . . @P”- ’ 
= f(a:IP”-‘, . . . , a:iP”-I), 
where f is a polynomial in tl, . . . , ti over KP(aI, ,.. ,a& By p-independence f is not 
constant, so there is a largestj < i such that tj actually occurs inf: Then a~‘P”-’ is a root 
of a polynomial over L = K(a:IP”-‘, . . . 
fore tPe’-’ - 
, a~!!‘~-‘) having degree less than p’j- ‘. There- 
aj is reducible over L, from which it follows that aj E Lp s Kg_ 1, contra- 
dicting the minimality of i. 0 
Proof of Proposition 1. In the first place there is an obvious isomorphism 
K”P N K[t,, . . . , t,]/(t”” - al, . . . , tper - a,). 
If K”P is semisimple, then ai+ 1 6 KP(al, . . . ,a& otherwise there would be a non-zero 
nilpotent element in K’P. Hence {a,, . . . , a,} is p-independent over KP. 
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Conversely, assume that a,, . . . ,a, are p-independent. Then ai+ I $ K4 where 
Ki = K(@“, . . . , a,“f’) by Lemma 6. It follows that tT”*’ - ui+ 1 is irreducible over Ki. 
Therefore K”P N K,, and K”P is semisimple. (Notice that K"P is a purely inseparable 
field extension of K.) 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assume that KfG is semisimple. Then Theorem B shows that 
K"H is semisimple (where a is also used to denote the restriction to H). By naturality 
of the universal coefficients sequence, there is a commutative diagram with exact rows 
0-Ext(H,b,K*)~H2(H,K*)~Hom(M(H),K*)-0 
1,s; 
O---+ Ext(P,,, K*)- H*(P,K*)- Hom(M(P), K*)-0 
Note here that Hom(M(H), K*) has no p-elements. 
Let a = clp + clp, be the decomposition of a into its p- and $-components. Then 
&a,) = 0, so that a,,EIm 0 and res$(a,J = 0. Also res,“(a,,,) = 0. Therefore 
res,H,H.(C() = 0, which shows that 
K*(PnH')= K(PnH'). 
Now by [l, Proposition 4.11 we see that K(P n H') is also semisimple. Therefore 
P n H' = 1 and )H'I is prime to p. The necessity of (ii) follows from Theorem C and 
Proposition 1. 
Conversely, if (i) and (ii) hold, then K"P is semisimple by Proposition 1, and 
Theorems C and B show that K:G is semisimple. q 
3. Reductions for the twisting problem 
Let z: G -+ K be a given action of a finite group G on a field K of characteristic 
p > 0. Write H = Ker z and Q = Im z, and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of H. We 
assume the validity of the two conditions which are known to be necessary for the 
existence of an a in H*(G, K*) such that KfG is semisimple: 
(i) H’ is a p’-group, 
(ii) the rank of P does not exceed the p-degree of K over KP. 
Then Proposition 1 shows that there is an CL in H*(P, K*) such that K'P is semisimple. 
For if P has rank, r, we can find a p-independent subset {al, . . . , a,}, and then 
construct c( using (1) and (2). 
It must still be determined if some such a extends to G, i.e., if c1 E Im(re$). For, if /? is 
an extension of o! to G, then KtG will be semisimple by Theorems B and C. 
The first reduction which we make is to the case where H = P is an abelian p-group. 
Condition (i) implies that P has a normal p’-complement N in H, and N U G. Put 
(? = G/N and l? = H/N; let ‘t: G + Aut K be the induced action of G on K. The result 
needed is the following. 
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Proposition 7. With the above notation, there is an a in H’(G,K*) such that KTG is 
semisimple if and only zf there is an t? in H’(G, K*) making K$G semisimple. 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 
H*(G, K*)r- H*(P, K*) 
inf 
H’(G, K*),- H’(P, K*) 
Here subscript p denotes the p-component. Since N is a p’-group, the spectral 
sequence associated with 13 N -+ G + G+ 1 collapses on p-components. Therefore 
inf induces an isomorphism on p-components. Finally, if Cc E H*(G, K*) and inf($ = a, 
then KfG is semisimple if and only if K”P is semisimple; and the same holds for 
K;G. 0 
Because of Proposition 7, we shall make the assumption that H = P is an abelian 
p-group. Since Hom(P,K*) = 0, the spectral sequence associated with 
1 --) P + G + Q -+ 1 yields 
Im(resg) = Ker(d: H*(P, K*)Q + H3(Q, K*)). 
Thus we may state the following. 
Lemma 8. Let a E H*(P, K*). Then a extends to G in such a way that Kz G is semisimple 
if and only if K”P is semisimple and a belongs to the kernel of the differential 
d: H’(P, K*)Q -+ H3(Q, K*). q 
The next step is to replace H*(P, K*)Q by a more easily understood homomorphism 
group, and establish thereby the crucial connection with embeddings in K*/(K*)P’. 
Proposition 9. Let K be a$eld of characteristic p > 0 and Q ajnite subgroup of Aut K. 
If M is any Z,, Q-module, then 
H*(M, K*)Q N Horn+++ (M, K*/(K*)P’) 
where M acts trivially on K*. 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence of abelian groups 1 + K* % K* + K*/(K*)P’ + 1 
where 19(x) = xP*. Applying Hom,(M,-), we obtain the exact sequence 
0 + Hom(M, K*/(K*)“‘) + Ext(M, K*)& Ext(M, K*) 
since Hom(M, K*) = 0. But f3* = 0 since p’M = 0. Therefore 
Hom(M, K*/(K*)P’) N Ext(M, K*) N H*(M, K*) 
by the Universal Coefficients Theorem and Hom(H, M, K*) = 0. The isomorphisms 
here are of Q-modules, with Q acting diagonally. The result now follows on taking 
Q-fixed points. 0 
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Proposition 9 shows that we have to study Z,.Q-homomorphisms from M to 
K*/(K*)P’ m order to understand HZ(M,K*)Q. With this in mind, let us write 
M = (x1)@ ... 0(x,) where [Xii = p”’ and 0 < ei I e. If ~EHO~~,,Q(M,K*/(K*)~‘), 
then 
4(xi) = br-“(K*)r’ (3) 
where bi EK*. SO there is a corresponding r-tuple (b,, . . . , b,) where bi is uniquely 
determined modulo (K*)P”. Now an a in H*(M, K*) also determines an r-tuple of this 
sort, as described by (1) and (2). It is routine to verify that the corresponding maps are 
homomorphisms which make the following diagram commute 
Hom,,nQ(M, K*/(K*)P’) r H*(M, K*)o 
I/ 
i$K*/(K*)“e’ 
Because of Proposition 1 we are able to deduce the following. 
Lemma 10. With the previous notation, let C#J in HomZ,,Q(M, K*/(K*)P’) correspond to 
CI in H*(M, K*)Q. Then K”M is semisimple if and only if the elements bI, . . . , b, dejned in 
(3) are p-independent over KP. 0 
It is clear that bI, . . . , b, cannot be p-independent if 4 is not injective. This focuses 
our attention on the possibility of embedding M in K*/(K*)P’, which is the topic of the 
next section, 
4. Module embeddings 
The first step in the process of embedding a Z,. Q-module M in a Galois module 
K*/(K*)P’ is to find free submodules with large enough rank. The following result is 
fundamental. 
Theorem 11. Let K be ajeld of characteristic p > 0, Q ajnite subgroup of Aut K, and 
e a positive integer. Then the Zpe Q-module K*/(K*)P’ has free submodules of all finite 
ranks not exceeding the p-degree of K over KP. 
The proof is preceded by two simple results which may be known. 
Lemma 12. Let aI, . . . , a,. be elements of aJield of characteristic p > 0. Then aI, . . . , a, 
are p-independent over KP tf and only tf the monomials a? a? ... a:, 0 I ii -C p, are 
linearly independent over Kr. 
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Proof. If the monomials are linearly dependent, there is an s I r and a non-zero 
polynomial g of degree less than p over L = KP(uI, . . . , a,_ J such that g(aS) = 0. Put 
h = tP - a: E L[t]; then h is reducible since deg(g) < p. Consequently a, EL and the 
elements a,, . . . ,a, are not p-independent. Conversely, if these elements are not 
p-independent, it is clear that the monomials must be linearly dependent over KP. 0 
Lemma 13. Let K be ujnite Gulois extension of ujield k of characteristic p > 0, and let 
A be a subset of k which is p-independent over kp. Then A is p-independent over KP. If A is 
a p-basis of k over kP, then it is a p-basis of K over KP. 
Proof. If the first claim is false, there is a smallest integer r > 0 for which there exist 
r elements a,, . . , a, of A that are p-dependent over KP. Then a, E KP(u,, . . . , a,_ I) and 
(4) 
where bil...i,_, EK. Now the monomials u’;1 ... a::] (0 I ij < p), are linearly indepen- 
dent over KP; otherwise a,, . . . , a,- 1 are p-dependent over KP, by Lemma 12, contra- 
dicting the choice of r. Applying cr~Gal(K/k) to the equality (4), we conclude that 
r~ must fix each bi, ...i,_,, so that these coefficients belong to k, which is impossible. 
Now assume that A is a p-basis of k and put L = KP(A); thus k c L s K since 
k = kP(A). Hence K is Galois over L. If x E K\L, then tP - xp is irreducible over L, so it 
is inseparable. Therefore K = L and A is a p-basis of K. 0 
Proof of Theorem 11. Let k = KQ, the fixed field of Q; thus K is a finite Galois 
extension of k and Q = Gal(K/k). By Lemma 13 the p-degree of K equals the p-degree 
of k, and this can be assumed positive. Choose a positive integer r not exceeding the 
p-degree of K. Then there exist r elements bI, . . . , b, of k which are p-independent over 
KP. Also there is an element z in K such that a(z) # z if 1 # c E Q. 
We aim to show that it is possible to choose bI, . . . , b, in such a way that the 
elements 
(1 + biZP)(K*)pe, i = 1,2, . . . ,r, 
form the basis of a free Z,,Q-submodule of K*/(K*)P’. Now there are only finitely 
many non-trivial linear Z,,Q-relations that could hold between these elements. 
Moreover, if 0 # u E kP and ui = biu, then a,, . . , a, are also p-independent over KP. 
Therefore we can suppose that there exist integers d,i satisfying 0 I d,i < p’, and not 
all zero, such that for infinitely many u in kP the relation 
iG o$ (~(1 + uiZP))d”i E (K*lP’ 
holds, with Ui = biu. 
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If p divides every d,i, then we can take pth roots and use induction on e. Thus we 
reduce to the case e = 1, when 
iol fiQ t1 + ui”(zY)dui E CK*lP 
with 0 < d,i < p. 
Let us write 
Ci = ~ (1 + UiOjZ)")doi =fOi +fiiUi + “’ +fp-liUf_’ 
-Q 
wherehi is a polynomial in af over the field L = H,(cT(z)~I CT E Q). Expand the product 
ClC2 ... c, and equate the coefficients of the resulting monomials to 0, using Lemma 12. 
We obtain 
fj,lfj*Z ...fjd = 0 
for all (jr, . . . J,) # (0, . . . , 0). 
We claim that there is an i for whichfji = 0 for all j > 0. This is obvious if I = 1, SO 
assume that r > 1. Iffor # 0, thenfj,l .*. fjp_lr-l = 0, for all (jr, . . . &,) # (0, . . . ,O), 
and the assertion is true by induction on r. On the other hand, iffor = 0 butfj, # 0 for 
some j > 0, thenfj,r .mmfjp_lr_l = 0 for all (jl, . . . , j,_ 1), and again the claim follows. 
We have now reached the position where 
Ci = 11(1 + UiO(Z)‘)“~’ =foi(U~), 
d 
SO that ai is a root of the polynomial gi = fl,(l + trr(~)“)~~l -joi over L. Since we 
can choose Ui = bia in infinitely many ways, gi = 0 and 
n (1 + to(Z)p)dul =foi(tP). (5) 
-Q 
Assume that some d,i # 0. There is no loss of generality in supposing that cr = 1 and 
dli = 1. Now differentiate (5) and put t = - l/zp; a contradiction ensues since (T(Z) # z 
if 1 # oeQ. It follows that d,i = 0 for all 0. We can now use induction on I to 
conclude that d,j = 0 for all c and j. q 
The next step is to show how to embed a module in a free module. 
Proposition 14. Let Q be ujnite group and M uJinite left Z,,Q-module with Z-rank r. 
Then M is isomorphic with a submodule of a free Z,.Q-module of rank r. 
Proof. Let M = iz,=, 0 .+. @Zper where 0 < ei < e. By 12, p. 6111 there is an isomor- 
phism of right E,,Q-modules 
00: Hom+(M, hpP) --) Hom,.(M, Zpe Q) 
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given by the rule 19,(l) (a) = CcEa ((o- ’ a)o where 5 E Hom+(M, Z,,) and a EM. We 
use this to manufacture a i&Q-isomorphism 
0: HomZ,,.(M, O(Zpe)I) -+ Hom+,(M, @(Zpe Q)'). 
This is defined by (e(t) (a))i = x0 ti(O- ’ a)a where 5 E Hom+(M, @(Z,,=y) and a EM. 
Here ti is the composite of 5 with the projection of @(Z,J onto its ith direct 
summand. Now take 5 to be a homomorphism which maps Z,, injectively into the ith 
summand Z,, for each i. It is easy to check that 19(r) is injective, so it is a Z,,Q- 
embedding of M in @(Z,,Q)‘. 0 
Combining Theorem 11 and Proposition 14, we obtain at once the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 15. Let K be ujield of characteristic p > 0, Q u$nite subgroup of Aut K, and 
e a positive integer. If M is any jnite J&Q-module whose Z-rank does not exceed the 
p-degree of K over KP, then M is isomorphic with a submodule of the Z,=Q-module 
K*/(K*)P’. 0 
It is essential to have on hand an explicit description of the embedding 
4: M -+ K*/(K*)P’ which is provided by the proof of Theorem 15. This is given by 
4(x) = h n (1 + ~i~(Z)P)(b-‘X)~Pe-S (K*)P’ 
i=laeQ 
where M = h,,, @ ... 0 ZPR, 0 < ei I e, and the subscript i denotes the i-component 
in Hp.,. Of course z and the Ui have to be chosen appropriately, as in the proof of 
Theorem 11. 
p-completions. We pause to mention an interesting property of the p-completion 
of the module K*. Let Q be a finite subgroup of Aut K where K is a field of 
characteristic p > 0. Suppose that M is a Q-lattice with H-rank not exceeding the 
p-degree of K over KP. Choose and fix a basis of M, and from this derive the obvious 
basis for M, = MfpeM. By Theorem 15 there is a BP. Q-embedding +e of M, in 
K: = K*/(K*)P’ where 4e is given by (6). It is easily seen that the maps be 
are compatible, so that 4 = (4,) is an injective morphism of inverse systems from (M,) 
to (K:). Since 1&A is left exact, there is an induced injective homomorphism 
of p-completions, 4 :M + (g*). Also M embeds in M, so we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 16. Let Q be a jinite subgroup of Aut K where K is a jield of characteristic 
p > 0. Then the p-completion K* contains a copy of every Q-lattice whose H-rank does 
not exceed the p-degree of K over KP. 0 
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5. Semisimple embeddings 
Having demonstrated the existence of module embeddings 4: M + K*/(K*)Pe, we 
must now consider whether 4 can be chosen so that KaM is semisimple, where c( is the 
element of H’(M,K*) that corresponds to 4. As usual K is a field of characteristic 
p > 0, Q is a finite subgroup of Aut K, and M is a finite Z,. Q-module with Z-rank not 
exceeding the p-degree of K. 
Let M = (x1)@ ... 0(x,) where [xi1 = pei > 1. Writing 
I = bP-‘J(K*)P’, (7) 
we see from (6) that we can assume 
bj = fi fl (1 + aio(z)P)(u-‘xj)i 
i=l aeQ 
where ZEK satisfies G(Z) # z for a~ Q, and {ai, . . . , a,} is a suitable set of p-indepen- 
dent elements of k = KQ. 
Now by Lemma 10 K”M is semisimple if and only if bI, . . . , b, are p-independent. 
The question is whether it is possible to choose the basis xi, . . . ,x, of M so that this is 
true. When M is triangular, such a choice is always possible. 
Theorem 17. Let K be aJield of characteristic p > 0, Q afinite subgroup of Aut K, and 
M a finite Z,,Q-module with Z-rank not exceeding the p-degree of K over KP. If M is 
triangular, then there is an CY in H2(M,K*)Q such that K”M is semisimple. 
The proof is preceded by an elementary property of triangular modules. 
Lemma 18. Let Q be a group and M a finite Q-module whose underlying group is 
a p-group. Assume that M is a triangular module. Then there are elements x1, . . . ,x, 
such that M = (XI)@ ... @(x,), (xi1 5 Jxi+l( and oxiE(xlt . . . ,Xi) + pM for 
i = 1,2, . . . ,r and all ~EQ. 
Proof. If pM = 0, let 0 = M0 G MI c ... c M, = M be a series of submodules with 
Mi+ JM, cyclic. Choose Xi from Mi\Mi- 1; then ~1, . . ,x, is a basis of M of the type 
sought. Assume now that pM # 0, and put L = {a EM 1 pa = O}. By induction on JM( 
there exist elements y,, . . . , y, such that 
andoy,E(yl, . . . , yi) + L + pM for CJ in Q and i = 1,2, . . . ,s. If jyil = pei, then ei > 1 
and Jyi + LI = pe’-l; thus ei I ei+l. 
We show first that y,, . . . , y, are Z-independent. Indeed, if Ciniyi = 0, then p divides 
ni. Hence Cip(ni/p)yi = 0 and C(nJp)yi EL. It follows that niyi = 0 for all i. 
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Next we have M = L + (yI, . . . ,y,), so pM n L = (p”‘-‘yI)@ ... O(pes-‘ys) 
since ei > 1. Let zr + (pM n L), . . , z, + (PM n L) be a basis of the required type for 
the triangular module L/pM n L. Then 
L = (z,)@ ..’ O(q) 0 (p”‘-‘yl)@ a.. @(pes-lys), 
from which it follows that M is the sum of the (zi) and the (yj). In fact this sum is 
direct. For if there is a relation xi lizi + Cj mjyj = 0, then CjmjyjE L and p’~- ’ divides 
mj Hence Ci lizi + &(mj/p”J- ‘)@- ‘yj = 0, wh’ h . 1~ implies that lizi = 0 = mjyj for all 
i and j. Therefore 
M = (zl)@ ... O(z,) CD (Yl)O ... WY,). 
Finally, if GEQ, we have 
GZiE(Zr, . . . ,zi)+(pMnL)c(Zl,...,zi)+pM, 
and also, 
oYjE(Yl, ... ,Yj> + L + PM = (zl, ... rZt,Ylr ... ,Yj> + PM 
since ej > 1. Thus zl, . . . ,zt, ~1, . . . ,y, is a basis of M of the required type. 0 
Remark. Simple examples show that one cannot expect to find a basis xl, . . , x, such 
that oxi E (xi, . . . , Xi) for all 0 E Q, i = 1, . . . , r. 
Proof of Theorem 17. Let xl, . . , x, be basis for M of the type specified in Lemma 18. 
Choose elements z, al, . . . ,a, in K as in the proof of Theorem 11. Let 
4 : M + K*/(K*)P’ be the embedding (6) produced by Theorem 11 and Proposition 14, 
with corresponding elements bj given by (7) and (8). We must show that the bj are 
p-independent. 
By choice of the Xj, we have (u- ‘Xj)i = 0 (modp) if j < i. It follows from (8) that 
bj z fi n (1 + aia(z)P)(b-‘Xj)l mod(K*)P, 
i=loEQ 
and consequently bj E KP(al, . . . , aj). Suppose that bj E KP(bl, . . . , bj- 1). Then 
bjEKP(U,, . . . ,aj-1) and 
c = n (1 + ujo(z)p)(O-‘Xj)j E KP(a,, . . . , Uj_ 1). 
=Q 
Now write c =fO +fiuj + ... +fp_rujP-r where fi is a polynomial in a? over 
Zp(~(z)pI G E Q). By Lemma 12 we must have fl = . =f,_ i = 0, so that c = &(a$‘). 
Just as in the proof of Theorem 11, we can replace Ui by Uiu for infinitely many u in kP 
where k = KQ. Hence we can replace Uj by an indeterminate t, so that 
fl (1 + to(z)P)(gm ‘a =fO(tP). 
0sQ 
Differentiate with respect to t and put t = - l/zp to get a contradiction. 
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6. Proof of Theorem 5 
By Proposition 7 we may assume that H is an abelian p-group, of exponent pe say. 
Let R be a Sylow p-subgroup of Q, and denote by G the preimage of R under z. Then 
the extensions 1 -+ H + G + Q --f 1 and 1 + H + C? + R -+ 1 yield differentials 
d: H2(H, K*)” -+ H3(Q, K*), and a: H’(H, K*)R + H3(R, K*),. 
By naturality there is a commutative square 
H’(H, K*)Q d, H3 (Q, K*), 
res 
H’(H, K*)Rk--t H3(R, K*), 
Now car 0 res is simply multiplication by IQ: RI, and so res is injective. Therefore 
Ker d = Ker dn H2(H, K*)Q. (9) 
We now make a crucial observation about the embedding 4: H + K*/(K*)p” pro- 
vided by Theorem 15. Define S to be the Q-submodule of K* generated by the elements 
1 + aiZP where {a,, . . ,a,} is a suitably chosen p-independent subset. Then (8) shows 
that I$ arises from an embedding of H in S(K*)p/(K*)p’, and hence in S/S@ since the 
proof of Theorem 11 shows that S n (K)P” = Sp”. So we have in fact constructed an 
element of the group HomzpQ(H, S/Y), and hence of HomzflR(H, S/Sp’). Also the latter 
is isomorphic with H2(H,S)R by the proof of Proposition 9. 
From the inclusion S 5 K* we obtain the commutative diagram 
0 0 
HOm+,(H, s/s”) --L H2(H,S)R - H3(R,S) 
HOmz,.R(H, K*/(K*)P’) _\ H2(H, K*)R 2 H3(R, K*) 
Now S/S’ N S(K*)P/(K*)p, as Z,Q-modules, and the latter is free by construction. 
Therefore S/Sp is Z, R-free; also S has no p-torsion. Thus we can apply Theorem 6 of 
[S, p. 1431 to conclude that H3(R, S) = 0. Hence 4, or rather the corresponding CI in 
H2(H,K*)Q, belongs to Ker d Consequently a~Kerd by (9). It follows from Lemma 
8 that tl extends to G and K:G is semisimple. q 
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